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3O-MINUTE

rings

60 RING Projects by

Marthe Le Van

Jewelry | DESIGN

49 Top Jewelers in
30 Minutes Flat!

Got a scrap metal stash? ABSOLUTELY! How about a bevy of beads, lots of
shells, or a couple of buttons? So EXCITING!
While you’re creating SPECTACULAR rings, you’ll also EXPAND your skills,
FLEX your creativity, RELEASE your inhibitions, and GROW as an artist.

3O-MINUTE rings

Are you SMITTEN with silver? GAGA over gold? WILD about wire? Then don’t
waste another second because you can make a TOTALLY CHIC ring you’ll LOVE
in just 30 MINUTES!

Lark Jewelry
& Beading

3O-MINUTE

rings
Marthe Le Van

			
Sound like fun? So, what are you waiting for?
						
Pick a project and set the timer.
							
					
		

Make a fabulous fashion
statement . . . FAST.

ISBN 978-1-60059-790-9
An Imprint of
Sterling Publishing Co., Inc.
New York

For more information on Lark CraftS, visit our website at www.larkcrafts.com.

LARK

Crafts

6O
Quick & Creative

Projects for Jewelers
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Get Set

2 sterling silver disks,
22 gauge, each
13⁄4 inches (4.5 cm)
Bench tool kit, page 9
Soldering kit, page 9

Finished Size

3.5 x 3.5 x 1.5 cm

Designer’s Note

If you wish to wear this ring
on the ring or middle finger,
you may want to cut or file
space from the domes to
accommodate the neighboring fingers.

Designer:

Get Ready
Dapping • Drilling • Piercing • Filing • Sanding • Soldering

Go

1. Using a large dapping block and punch,
slightly dap both 22-gauge silver disks to the
same depth.
2. Determine where you want the randomly
spaced drill holes and the finger opening.
Mark these locations on the domed disks.
Gently center punch each drill-hole location.
Using bit sizes of your choice, drill the holes.
3. Pierce and saw out one finger hole in
each domed disk, making sure the holes are
the same size and fit the finger comfortably.

4. Use a large coarse file to file the edges of
the disks flat. Place the disks on sandpaper
resting on a flat surface, and sand the disk
edges flat.
5. Solder the domed disks together, making
sure the circumferences match and the
solder joint is tight. Pickle, rinse, and dry
the ring.
6. File or sand the inside of the ring holes
for a comfortable fit. Sand the outside of the
ring with 320-grit sandpaper.

Kenneth C. MacBain
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